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Abstract The first discussions regarding issues that are
now included under the rubric “Internet governance” date
back to the 1990s. Discussions were formally brought into
the arena of intergovernmental discussions in 1998, at the
Plenipotentiary Conference of the International
Telecommunication Union (ITU) and continued in
particular at the World Summit on the Information Society
(WSIS) in 2005. Discussions have tended to be difficult,
and little consensus has been reached, regarding a number
of issues. The factors that make discussions difficult are
financial, geopolitical, but also ideological. Some of the
ideological approaches are idealistic and propose
governance models that are new and innovative; other
approaches are conservative and propose either to continue
unchanged the current Internet governance arrangements,
or to apply traditional intergovernmental mechanisms to at
least some aspects of Internet governance. This paper
concludes that an agreed international framework is needed
in order to ensure that Internet governance can evolve to
meet the interests of all concerned parties.
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1. Introduction
Communications in general, and telecommunications in
particular, have always been understood to be important
factors in facilitating economic, political, and military
activities, including economic imperialism [1, 2, 3 Chapter
2]. Thus, it is not surprising that states have always shown
an interest in communications and telecommunications,
recognizing that intervention may be needed to achieve
certain outcomes (which may include ensuring competition)
[4], and even providing such facilities as state services. In a
remarkably prescient article Baran [5] discusses the

question of whether, and if so how, interconnected
computers should be considered a public utility. 1 In terms
of research and development, and early deployment, the
Internet (see below for a definition of the term) is no
exception to the propensity of states to be involved in
telecommunications. Its protocols were developed by
researchers funded by the US Defense Department
Advanced Projects Research Agency (DARPA), and its
early deployment was funded in the US first by DARPA,
then by the National Science Foundation (NSF), and in
Europe by various state-owned or state-funded universities
[6, 7 p. 356]. Initial use of the Internet was restricted to
non-commercial activities. However, by 1990 a significant
number of private companies were connected to the
Internet, so there was pressure to allow commercial use of
the network. 2 And indeed this was formalized in 1995
when the National Science Foundation ended its
sponsorship of certain backbone services [6].
The growth of the commercial use of the Internet was
comparable to that of other modern commercial
telecommunications technologies [8], that is, very rapid,
even if it has not (or at least not yet) reached as many
people as mobile telephony. 3 This rapid growth and the
consequent importance of the Internet for economic
activities have not surprisingly, led to a renewed interest by
states in various matters related to or arising out of the
Internet [10-14]. However there is little agreement amongst
states regarding their proper role, and indeed there are even
disagreements within states. Some consider that the current
situation is perfectly acceptable, or at least that it should be
allowed to evolve without too much government
intervention. Others consider that the current situation is

1

The author was made aware of Baran’s article through a citation in
Morozov, Evgeny, 2013. “The Real Privacy Problem”, MIT Technology
Review, vol. 116 no. 6, p. 33.
2
While the Internet was the first international pervasive network used by
consumers for searches and electronic commerce, it was not the first such
pervasive network. The first such pervasive network was a national
network, the French Minitel [9].
3
In 2017, there were some 3.6 billion people connected to the Internet,
versus some 7.7 billion mobile phone subscriptions (source ITU); a more
detailed discussion is given in section 6 below.
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not satisfactory for at least certain issues, so some form of
government involvement is required. At the international
level, the privileged role of the United States of America
with respect to certain matters has been criticized [15-18].
But, amongst those who criticize the current situation,
there are differing views regarding what changes to make.
As we will see, some propose solutions involving little or
no government control; others propose a greater role for
governments.
In
particular,
the
scope
for
intergovernmental involvement is the subject of sharp
disagreements. Given the differences in views, discussions,
were first started in the mid-1990s [19], continued formally
at the intergovernmental level starting in 1998 (at the
Plenipotentiary Conference of the International
Telecommunication Union (ITU) 4) and were pursued in
greater depth starting in 2003 (at the World Summit on the
Information Society (WSIS) [11]; they continue to this day
in various forums, including the 2012 World Conference
on International Telecommunications (WCIT) [20], the
2012 World Telecommunication Policy Forum (WTPF),
the ITU Council Working Group on International
Internet-related public policy issues (CWG-Internet), the
continuing WSIS process, and no doubt future ITU
Plenipotentiary Conferences.
This paper briefly introduces the background behind
such discussions; then discusses the differing points of
view and ideologies underpinning the discussions. It then
outlines possible future scenarios.

(iii)
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extensions/follow-ons,
and/
or
other
IP-compatible protocols; and
provides, uses or makes accessible, either
publicly or privately, high level services
layered on the communications and related
infrastructure described herein.”

As any network, the Internet requires some central
coordination, in particular with respect to allocation and
use of identification resources: names and address; and
with respect to the protocols used. The latter type of
coordination is called standardization, and it will not be
discussed in any detail in this paper. The names most
commonly used in the Internet are “domain names” and the
addresses most commonly used are “IP addresses”. These
correspond, functionally, to telephone numbers (which are
names) and to lesser-known telephony addresses. 5 Access
to naming and addressing resources is essential for
telecommunications and has typically been managed by
national regulatory authorities at the national level [23
considering
(20)],
and
by
the
International
Telecommunication Union at the international level [24],
because it has been considered that it is a matter of public
policy to ensure that such resources are made available to
all players in an equitable manner. 6
However, for the Internet, the naming and addressing
resources have not been managed by national regulatory
authorities 7. During the early years, when the Internet was
a small academic network, management of names and
addresses was provided by an individual, Jon Postel,
funded by the US government. As the network grew, it
2. A Short History of Internet
became apparent that the central coordination function
Governance
could not be handled by a single person, and that rather
more sophisticated procedures and processes would
To begin with, it is important to note that the term “the probably have to be developed and implemented to assure
Internet” is used, in practice, to refer to very different proper coordination [25]. Consequently, the Internet
things. At times it is used to refer to the network properly Society, and other organizations, facilitated a process that
speaking, at times it is used to refer to the very broad resulted in certain recommendations [19]. However, the
collection of products and services that are made available US
government
unilaterally
rejected
those
using networks based on the TCP/IP protocol, and at times recommendations and proposed instead a different
it is used as a paradigm for free and open communications approach, which led to the creation of the Internet
[21]. In this paper we will use the broad definition adopted Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN)
in 1995 by the US Federal Networking Council [22 [26-29]. As Mueller [26 p. 508] puts the matter, the
footnote xv]:
creation of ICANN “reflected a behind-the-scenes
“the global information system that:
agreement that IANA-ISOC and their corporate allies
(i)
is logically linked together by a globally unique would be the ones in control of the new organization and
address space based on the Internet Protocol (IP) that a specific program acceptable to the trademark lobby,
or its subsequent extensions/follow-ons;
(ii)
is able to support communications using the
Transmission
Control
Protocol/Internet 5 The International Signalling Point Codes (ISPC) defined in
Protocol (TCP/IP) suite or its subsequent Recommendation ITU-T Q.708, which is used for fixed telephony; and
the International Mobile Subscriber Identification (IMSI) defined in
Recommendation ITU-T E.212, which is used for mobile telephony.
Similarly, access to radio frequency spectrum is essential for certain
types of telecommunications and has typically been managed by national
regulatory authorities at the national level and by the ITU at the
international level.
7
For example, the cited European regulation states that all elements of
national numbering plans should be managed by national regulatory
authorities (considering (20), article 8.2(d), article 10), but makes an
exception for Internet naming and addressing (considering (20)).
6

4
Resolutions 101, Internet Protocol-based networks, and 102, ITU’s role
with regard to international public policy issues pertaining to the Internet
and the management of Internet resources, including domain names and
address, were first adopted in 1998 and have been revised at each
subsequent plenipotentiary.
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the US Commerce Department and the Europeans would
be executed.”
In the approach initially proposed by the United States,
its role, as a government, would have been phased out
relatively rapidly. But that did not happen and the US, as a
government, retained a privileged role [7 p. 356, 30]; as
Powers and Jablonski [3] put the matter: “The trope of
industry self-regulation was simply a ruse, placating
powerful stakeholders just enough while still retaining
substantial regulatory authority”. Not surprisingly, this led
to criticism from other governments [7, pp. 357 and 359],
with explicit discussions of the matter taking place at WSIS
[11]. In relation with those discussions, a working
definition of Internet governance was adopted by the
Working Group on Internet Governance (WGIG): “Internet
governance is the development and application by
Governments, the private sector and civil society, in their
respective roles, of shared principles, norms, rules,
decision-making procedures, and programmes that shape
the evolution and use of the Internet”. Discussions
regarding Internet governance issues have continued ever
since see the good summary in Chenou and Radu [31].
While the privatization, in 2016, of the Internet
Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers has
addressed some of the issues, other issues persist [18].
2.1. Contentious Issues
Many issues have been the subject of discussions at both
the national and international level [32 para. 13 ff]. A good
summary, and classification, of the issues is found in [13,
33]. National authorities (governments, legislators and
courts) have generally been able to find answers that are
generally (but not unanimously) accepted nationally, even
if certain issues (in particular related to freedom of speech
and intellectual property rights) are relatively more
contentious. A good discussion of the complexities of the
freedom of speech issue is given by Powers and Jablonski
[3 Chapter 1], who show how it has been framed in ways
that favor US commercial interests. There has long been a
tendency of some to consider that the Internet is, or at least
should be, exempt from the laws that govern other
activities. According to them, the Internet should be
governed by rules that are developed by “the Internet
community” through informal methods. This school of
thought is referred to as “separatists” by Reidenberg [34].
As the cited author put the matter “… the underlying fight
is a profound struggle against the very right of sovereign
states to establish rules for online activity.”
While this struggle has consistently been resolved in
favor of sovereign states and the applicability of existing
laws at the national level whenever concrete cases arise [10,
35-37], 8 proponents of at least moderate versions of the

8

There is nothing new about this. A court in New Hampshire, USA,
determined in 1869 that a telegraph was a valid means to form a contract:

separatist approach are still active [11, 38-40], 9 even
though the prevalent view is that conventional legal and
regulatory mechanisms should be adapted as appropriate
and applied to the Internet [41], as the UK put the matter:
“… the internet does not exist in a different dimension and
the law in the offline world should also apply in the online
world”. 10 Indeed, a number of countries, including the UK,
have adapted their offline laws to prohibit certain online
behavior that is considered undesirable. 11
However, at the international level, there has been
considerably less agreement. Mueller [11] discusses in
some depth some of the contentious issues. This paper
discusses three particular issues that have been extensively
discussed in formal intergovernmental forums, in
particular in preparations for WSIS [32 para. 15-18, 21-22]
in the ITU. They are (1) issues related to the management
of Internet domain names and addresses; (2) the financial
issues related to the increasing use of the Internet; (3)
issues related to the relative lack of security of the Internet,
including spam and lack of privacy. It is worth noting that
issues (2) and (3) were identified as early as 1967 by Baran
[5 p. 79 and pp. 81-73].
Much of the focus of recent discussions has been on
freedom of expression and human rights. Mueller [11 p.
269] states: “… a denationalized liberalism favors a
universal right to receive and impart information regardless
of frontiers, and sees freedom to communicate and
exchange information as fundamental and primary
elements of human choice and political and social activity”.
Mueller even proposes mechanisms to achieve this goal.
Liddicoat and Doria [45] propose a specific mechanism:
“… it may be that in some situations, the technical
community will not only be best placed but have the sole
ability to protect human rights standards in relation to the
free flow of information and ideas, precisely because they
are the only community able to see the human rights issues
that have been hard-wired into the very way in which the
Internet operates.” A similar view is expressed by
Bommelaer [46], who states that “… the Internet technical
community shares a common culture that is grounded in a
clear understanding of the unique technical characteristics
of the Internet. These characteristics are essential to the
Internet’s past, present, and future success as a platform for
advancing the economic and social well-being of all of its
users”. Analyses of the Liddicoat and Doria [45] approach,
and of the unique technical characteristics of the Internet,
are found in [21]. An impact of the discussions regarding
human rights issues on WCIT is found in [20]. The topic of
human rights will not be further discussed here.

see Howley vs. Whipple, 48 N.H. 487, 488 (1869).
9
And some technologists apparently take the view that technology should
be developed that would circumvent certain government actions, in
particular pervasive surveillance [42, 43].
10
In a contribution to ITU CWG-Internet, document WG-Internet 3/3.
11
In the case of the UK, see Nair and Griffin [44] who argue that a 2008
tightening of provisions regarding pornography may have been excessive.
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2.1.1. Management of Internet Domain names and
Addresses
The initial discussions that led to the creation of ICANN
focused on two specific issues: the lack of competition (at
the time) in the domain name market and the difficulties for
trademark owners to recover quickly domain names
containing their trademarks. Those particular issues were
addressed by ICANN immediately after it was created [28].
However, the management of Internet domain names and
addresses is fundamentally different from the management
of names and addresses of other telecommunication
technologies in two ways: (1) it is carried out by
private-sector entities and is partly carried out without any
formal governmental supervision; 12 (2) to the extent that
there was formal governmental supervision, 13 it was
provided by a single country, the United States of America
([18, 28, 30, 32 para. 15]. Thus it is not surprising that there
have been numerous discussions regarding these two
points: should governments be more involved in the
management of Internet names and addresses? If not, then
why is there a special role for the USA? For a discussion of
the 2015 privatization of ICANN, see [18].
2.1.2. Financial Issues
Starting around 1998 some developing countries
expressed concern about the fact that they had (and mostly
still have) to pay the full cost of connecting to the Internet,
whereas in the past they received payments for connections
to the telephony system [20 p. 9 ff.]. Some developing
countries took the view that the financial arrangements for
the Internet were inappropriate and should be changed [32
para. 15; 47]. As Powers and Jabonski [3] say: “While
heavy-handed government controls over the internet
should be resisted, so should a system whereby internet
connectivity requires the systematic transfer of wealth
from the developing world to the developed.” The high cost
of international Internet connectivity was recognized as an
issue by WSIS (para. 27(c) of the Tunis Agenda) and led to
many discussions in the ITU, but with little agreement
[48]. 14 Further, as described in [2, section 5] there are
disagreements regarding whether the current financial
arrangements for the Internet will result in sufficient
returns on investment to finance the rollout of sufficient
new infrastructure [49] and conversely [50]. Such
discussions are by no means recent: in 1996 McKie-Mason

12

For sure ICANN has a Governmental Advisory Committee (GAC), but
its role is purely advisory and its representative does not have
decision-making powers.
13
The Internet Naming and Addressing Authority (IANA) function was
carried out under a contract with the US government and an employee of
the US government approved all changes to the master root zone file; the
master root zone file was operated under a separate contract with the US
government [30 p. 5].
14
However, see Supplement 2 to Recommendation ITU-T D.50,
“Reducing the Costs of International Internet Connectivity”, May 2013
<http://www.itu.int/rec/T-REC-D.50-201305-P!Sup2> and WTPF-2013
Opinion 1, contained in the Chairman’s Report <http://www.itu.int/md/S
13-WTPF13-C-0016/en>.
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and Varian [50] explained the economics of the Internet
and why some sort of pricing method might be needed to
reduce congestion and optimize investments.
Mueller [11] describes well how the financial issues that
were supposed to be the focus of discussion at WSIS got
sidetracked and replaced by discussions of Internet
governance in general and the management of domain
names and addresses in particular. Financial issues were
also expected to be the focus of WCIT and indeed they
played a very important role during the preparatory process
for that conference [20] and resulted in an agreement to
revise significantly the financial provision of the ITRs [20
pp. 104 ff.]. However, as at WSIS, financial matters were
pushed into the background by discussions of other issues,
in particular the relation between security and freedom of
speech. While there is a relation between security and
freedom of speech, this author argues that the security
provisions discussed and approved at WCIT could not
adversely affect human rights [20, 52].
2.1.3. Security
It is well known that the Internet lacks pervasive security
mechanisms and that this has led to a proliferation of
malware and spam [21, 32 para. 17-18, 53-55]. While there
is broad agreement that security should be improved and
spam should be combated [20 p. 77], there is no agreement
on how best to do that. Some take the view that
private-sector initiatives should be privileged, others take
the view that government actions are also required
(including in the US, see [3 Chapter 7]); but, within this
latter group, there are divergent views regarding the need
for formal intergovernmental agreements and regarding the
forums in which discussions should take place [21 section
6, 56]. In this author’s opinion, not enough attention has
been given to the externality effects of security—or rather,
lack of security—which effects are well explained by
Schneier [57]. This situation might change in light of
Microsoft’s decision to stop providing security updates for
Windows XP, because an exploitation of a security flow
might have a large enough effect to bring the externality to
public attention [58]. And indeed Microsoft has recently
called for various actions to address certain issues,
including a treaty under which states would agree, inter alia,
to refrain from stockpiling vulnerabilities [59].
2.1.4. Summary
At the international level, there are strong disagreements
regarding how best to address various issues that has been
contentious for many years. Much of the disagreement
arises because of fundamentally different ideological
outlooks. This situation is explored in the next section.

3. The Differing Ideologies
“The Internet began with the spirit of ‘hope springs
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eternal’. Today, sadly, we live in a time of cyberphobia.”
[54 p. 8]. Although this statement refers to cyberwar,
cybercrime, and pervasive surveillance, it well captures the
sentiments of most parties in the Internet governance
discussions. The Internet has grown rapidly and it is
undeniably an important component of modern economies.
Thus it has undoubtedly been a positive force. However, as
any new technology, it has engendered some economic
changes and, in addition, it has had side-effects which
some consider negative [21, 60], for example spam (for an
in-depth treatment of spam, see [55]). Apart from
maintaining the status quo, the differing views regarding
Internet governance could initially be characterized as: 15
a) Promoting an idealistic view in which Internet
users themselves govern the Internet.
b) Promoting a traditional view in which governments
govern the Internet nationally, and coordinate
through
traditional
intergovernmental
organizations to govern it internationally.
However, during WSIS, a third paradigm emerged, and
was officially sanctioned in the Tunis Agenda [11 p. 78]:
c) Promoting a view in which different interest groups
are recognized as having specific roles and
responsibilities.
This third paradigm is now referred to as “the
multi-stakeholder model” and its virtues are extolled by its
proponents. Some of those proponents go further, and take
the view that all of the several stakeholders should have
equal rights, that it, governments should not have any
particular preeminent role [63, 64]. That paradigm is
discussed in more detail below. Not surprisingly, there is
no agreement in favor of any one paradigm. Depending on
one’s point of view, one can characterize the paradigms as
utopia [65], dystopia [66], or realpolitik [67]. This is
discussed in more detail below.
Idealists would like to find Internet governance
arrangements that maintain lofty ideals such as freedom of
speech. And indeed concrete proposals for how to achieve
that have been made [11, 14]. Realists are of the view that
such proposals are utopian. Indeed, from a literal point of
view, they are utopian because, as we saw earlier,
governments apply national laws, including restrictions on
freedom of speech, to the Internet. A good criticism of the
idealistic approach is found in [68]. But in fact even the
multi-stakeholder model is a utopia, because current
arrangements do not correspond to any of the various
definitions that have been proposed for “the
multi-stakeholder model”. 16

4. The Multi-stakeholder Model
As discussed in [21], the Internet is the first public
communication system that allows anybody to publish at
low cost information that can be easily accessed anywhere
in the world. This has facilitated the creation of
transnational communities of people with common
interests, and no one state has authority over those
communities. Thus it is not surprising that the Internet has
reinforced and galvanized pre-existing challenges to the
power of states and it has given rise to questions regarding
the transfer of certain powers to non-governmental
institutions [69-71]. It has also raised questions regarding
the need for states to take measures to avoid or mitigate
extra-territorial effects of their actions, and to avoid or
mitigate interfering with the national sovereignty of other
states with respect to matters where sovereignty is retained
[69 pp. 17-18].
It should also be noted that the Internet is a system in
which information provided by the users is used to generate
advertising revenue streams that finance services provided
at no direct cost to the user (such as e-mail, search engines,
and social networks) [72-76]. This might seem to be an
anodyne matter of contract law: a company agrees to
provide services in exchange for information, and users
agree to provide information in exchange for services. But
in fact such agreements affect third parties and have
far-reaching (possibly unintended) effects on privacy and
freedom [75, 77 pp. 2-3]. Thus they affect society as a
whole, are matters of public policy, and thus a legitimate
concern of governments ([75, 76, 77 p. 4].
The current arrangements for Internet governance are
often referred to as “the multi-stakeholder model”. That
model has been defined as engaging “technologists, the
private sector and civil society in a bottom-up, consensus
driven approach to standards setting, Internet development,
and management” [78]. Note that this formulation excludes
governments, but that governments are included in other
formulations. 17 While some consider that governments
should be on an equal footing with other stakeholders,
including private companies, 18 others consider that, as
provided in the Tunis Agenda, governments should have a
special role with respect to public policy. 19 In fact, many
variations of multi-stakeholder models are actually used in
Internet governance [18, 79, 80]. Key aspects of the

17

In particular in the Tunis Agenda, but also in a contribution by the UK
to the CWG-Internet, document WG-Internet 3/3.
See the comments made at the Second Meeting of the Working Group
on Enhanced Cooperation, 6 November 2013
<http://unctad.org/meetings/en/SessionalDocuments/WGEC_2013-11-06
_Transcript_en.pdf> accessed 21 November 2013; in particular by Virat
Bhatia, speaking for business (p. 35-36; 53-54), and by Adres Piazza,
member of the technical community (p. 19).
19
See for example the comments by Parminder Jeet Singh made at the
Second Meeting of the Working Group on Enhanced Cooperation, 6
November 2013
<http://unctad.org/meetings/en/SessionalDocuments/WGEC_2013-11-06
_Transcript_en.pdf>, pp. 27, 34, 44 accessed 21 November 2013; and, at
the same meeting, by Saudi Arabia, pp. 44-45.
18

15

This is a simplification of debates in which various variations of the
main views have been proposed. Musiani and Pohle [61] provide a more
nuanced summary.
16
Drake [62] does not go that far, but does present in detail some
short-comings of the actual multi-stakeholder arrangements that
predominate with respect to Internet governance.
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multi-stakeholder model are the representation of the
different interest groups, and the stress on consensus,
meaning that formal decision-making processes such as
voting should be avoided. The idea that different interest
groups should meet, as such, to discuss issues and agree
solutions is of course not new: indeed it can be traced back
to ancient times, and it is related to debates regarding
collective versus individual rights and actions [81].
In fact, the multi-stakeholder model is related to the
corporatist model of governance [82]. In the corporatist
model, society (or at least some aspects of society) are
organized by major interest groups on the basis of common
interests [83] and even exercise public authority [84 p. 19].
This is exactly what is called for in the multi-stakeholder
model of Internet governance: as already noted, some
proponents of that model take the view that governments
are just one more interest group. As Powers and Jablonski
[3 Chapter 1] put the matter: “the discourse of
multistakeholderism is used to legitimize arrangements
benefiting powerful, established actors like the US and its
robust ICT private sector.” While the concept of
multi-stakeholderism is relatively recent, the concept of the
US (and other) countries using state power to favor
domestic telecommunication companies is hardly new. 20
As Schiller [7 p. 356] puts the matter: “… in practice … the
Internet’s supposedly bottom-up decision-making
processes are disproportionately responsive to U.S.
preferences”. It must be stressed that the multi-stakeholder
model does not favour economic liberalism; on the
contrary, as we will see in more detail later, it favours
concentration and domination by large companies, which
reduces competition and is contrary to economic
liberalism.
It is worth noting that the multi-stakeholder model was
not instrumental in the creation and early deployment of
the Internet. Indeed the creation and early deployment were
the work of academics funded initially by the US
Department of Defence and later by various academic
institutions [3 Chapter 3, 85]. Subsequently, commercial
companies developed products and services, and provided
the infrastructure allowing users to access those products
and services. Thus the Internet followed the same
development cycle as did other communication
technologies [86]. Foster and McChesney [87] provide a
good analysis of the matters outlined above. It is also worth
noting that the current Internet governance arrangements
don’t actually conform to a pure multi-stakeholder model,
because some important areas are managed by entities that

20

Referring to the period after World War I, Powers and Jablonski [3,
Chapter 2] say: “Where US business enjoyed preferential treatment,
American policy sought to entrench the status quo; where US commercial
activity was burdened, as by the British cartels, the US fought for open
communications.” Subsequent developments fostered a US economic
empire based upon “a system of international relations that puts the United
States at the center of a web of international lines of communication,
public and private, from which it is intended that the US economy and
favored companies shall benefit.” (the quote is from [1, p. 23]).
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are not themselves multi-stakeholder.
For example, participants in the Internet Engineering
Task Force (IETF) tend to represent the interests of
manufacturers and users of network equipment;
participants in the Regional Internet Registries (RIRs),
which manage IP addresses, tend to represent the interests
of Internet service providers. Thus, those entities are not
truly multi-stakeholder in terms of actual representation.
Further, in some cases there appears to have been some
filtering of participation in certain groups [88]; actual
participation is largely limited to those who are adequately
funded, speak English, and have certain technical
knowledge [62, 89 p. 195, 90 p. 559]; and certain
subgroups (for example those dealing with security) are not
particularly diverse, open or transparent [91 pp. 185-186].
Yet the actual participation, and the motivations of those
who participate, is important factors that can affect the
legitimacy of a participative process [92].
ICANN is truly multi-stakeholder, because the
participants do represent very different interest groups [29].
But governments have different rights than other
stakeholders: on the one hand because the Governmental
Advisory Committee (GAC) is the only group singled out
as having a special role in giving advice, on the other hand
because the GAC’s representative to the ICANN Board
cannot vote. In this sense, governments have a lesser role in
ICANN than other stakeholders. (And ICANN has, at times,
ignored advice even from the US government [93].)
Mueller [94] makes the point that states operate in their
own self-interest, which is not necessarily the interest of
some other group such as the community of Internet users.
In particular, states tend to take measures to control entities
that might undermine or threaten their power. 21 But
Mueller’s cogent comments on states apply, by analogy, to
other types of entities. Private corporations will take
measures to maximize profits (and such measures may not
be aligned with the public interest [17], in particular with
respect to security [91 p. 173]. Civil society groups will
take measures that reflect the interests of their particular
constituencies. And so on. Thus, each of the component
entities of a multi-stakeholder governance model will
attempt to obtain outcomes that meet their particular goals:
higher profits for companies, more control for governments,
specific ideals for civil society. Since those outcomes are
contradictory, and indeed sometimes mutually exclusive, it
is not surprising that little consensus is reached in
multi-stakeholder discussions of Internet governance. That
is, such multi-stakeholder discussions tend to perpetuate
the status quo. Since the status quo favours the US, it is not
surprising that the US wages a concerted campaign to
maintain the multi-stakeholder model and consequently the
status quo [7 p. 357].
21

For example, states take measures against organizations or individuals
who are thought to represent a violent threat; those measures are justified
as protecting “national security” and can include pervasive surveillance
[95 pp. 43, 46, 53 ff., 71 ff.].
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4.1. Diverging Views Regarding the Multi-stakeholder
Model

the matter: “… the United States government leverages the
private sector to tilt international negotiations in its favor”;
the cited authors offer “a critique of the multi-stakeholder
Those who promote the current governance model process that too often operates as a proxy to ensure private
(which they refer to as “the multi-stakeholder model”) are sector voices and interests dominate international fora.”
of the view that that model has worked well so far and And institutions such as ICANN, IETF, and ISOC “through
provides the best model for the future. As the UK put the multiple layers of governance, reflect dominant political
matter “Governments need to support the existing and/or economic interests, deploying discourses of
processes and help them to adapt so that they are able to multistakeholderism to legitimize arrangements benefiting
keep pace with the challenges, opportunities and technical powerful, established actors like the US and its robust ICT
developments of the future and to ensure that the internet private sector” [3 Chapter 6, 18]; regarding ISOC, Powers
continues to evolve as the critical global platform for and Jabloknsi [3] say: “With its Board and operational
economic growth, opportunity and social well-being.” 22: A leadership so closely connected to established political and
good overall summary of this view is given in [96 section corporate institutions, one may question how effectively
2.2(a)].
ISOC is able to represent non-commercial, global, civil
Those who criticize the current governance model point society perspectives during multistakeholder negotiations.”
out that it is that very model that has resulted in some of the Corwin [98] gives a detailed account of ICANN actions
undesirable features of the Internet (such as spam) and that that were apparently initiated top-down and that were
that model may lead to severe problems in the future, that is, decided and conducted in a non-transparent manner (but
to dystopia [60]. As Saudi Arabia put the matter: “Recent then paradoxically goes on to defend the status quo). A
events 23 have also underscored how inappropriate and group of civil society organizations has summarized
even dangerous it is for the world to just stand by, various criticisms of ICANN (and proposed some solutions)
accepting the status quo, without taking the practical steps [99]. A former member of the ICANN Board has
needed to address current issues through implementing formulated very sharp criticisms of ICANN. 28 And even a
what has been agreed in WSIS. This will not be achieved strong proponent of the current arrangements admits
unless enhanced cooperation 24 is operationalized, through (speaking of ICANN) that “it is not clear that the results of
an intergovernmental entity under the UN system.” 25 And: the present system are producing adequately unbiased
“There is a policy vacuum in most areas of Internet results”. 29
governance, highlighting the need for governments to step
Various proposals have been made to assign at least
up and perform their full role.” And: “It is important to some aspects of Internet governance to at least some parts
realize the governments are the bodies who have of the UN [96 section 2.2(c), 100, 101 p. 60], 30 but those
obligations to their citizens, to protect them from harm and proposals have been criticized because, in the UN, only
to establish and maintain their rights both offline and governments can make formal decisions, and, furthermore,
online.” 26 A good overall summary of this view is given in some governments are not democratic. The first point is
[96 section 2.2(b)].
also a criticism of national government involvement in
Drake [62] analyses the imperfections of the Internet matters, since decisions are made by national
multi-stakeholder model with respect to Internet parliaments in which only elected representatives vote.
governance and proposes some improvements. An Indian That is, national decisions are not made by
civil society organization has criticized the results of the multi-stakeholder models; they are made by elected
current Internet governance model. 27 Sutherland [97] representatives who normally consult various interest
points out that it is relatively easy to “pack” groups before making decisions. The second point is also a
multi-stakeholder meetings so as to influence their criticism of some components of the multi-stakeholder
outcome and that there is a lack of transparency regarding model. Private companies are not democratic, and some of
who is paying whom to participate in such meetings. More
fundamentally, as Powers and Jablonski [3 Chapter 5] put
28

22

In a contribution to CWG-Internet, document WG-Internet-3/3.
The reference to “recent events” was no doubt a reference to the
revelations regarding the US Prism surveillance program, which is
described in a number of sources, for example [102].
24
The term “enhanced cooperation” was no doubt meant as an
euphemism for “reducing the dominant role of the USA”.
25
In a contribution to the ITU Council Working Group on international
Internet-related public policy issues, document WG-Internet-3/7.
26
Statement by Saudi Arabia at the Second Meeting of the Working
Group on Enhanced Cooperation, 7 November 2013 <
http://unctad.org/meetings/en/SessionalDocuments/WGEC_2013-11-07_
Transcript_en.pdf> p. 42, accessed 21 November 2013.
27
Knowledge Commons Brazil<http://www.knowledgecommons.in/bras
il/?page_id=10> accessed 3 April 2014.
23

Karl Auberbach, in a posting to David Faber’s Interesting People list.
Essentially, Auerbach argues that ICANN has become a guild and acts in
the interests of the very domain name industry that it is supposed to
regulate, without taking the public interest into account
<http://www.listbox.com/member/archive/247/2014/03/sort/time_rev/pa
ge/2/entry/20:218/20140326141652:C4FBE750-B512-11E3-8A4D-F200
EA6C0A5D/> accessed 3 April 2014. He makes the same points in more
detail in a letter to the US Congress<http://cavebear.com/docs/ntia-icann
-2014-others.pdf> accessed 26 April 2014.
29
Vint Cerf, in a posting to the ICANN’s IANA transition mailing list
<http://mm.icann.org/pipermail/ianatransition/2014-April/000325.html>
accessed 10 April 2014. Similar comments were made by others on ISOC
mailing lists.
30
See also Annex B of one of the responses to a US government request
for comments:
<http://www.ntia.doc.gov/legacy/ntiahome/domainname/dnstransition/co
mments/dnstrans_comment0081.htm> accessed 13 June 2013.
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the current Internet governance entities have
decision-making processes which are rather complex and
not akin to what is customary in democratic countries. 31
As Mueller [11 pp. 218-219] points out, the well-known
Internet institutions such as IETF, ICANN, and the RIRs
are committed to serving the interests of what they call “the
community”, that is, a club of insiders—with, in some
cases, high personal remunerations. 32 Furthermore, those
institutions are bound to serve the interests of their
members, not those of Internet users in general. The
members of those institutions mostly comprise commercial
interests. A detailed and thorough discussion of these
matters is found in [3 Chapter 6], which shows in particular
how the IETF is dominated by certain manufacturers; as
the cited authors say: “… leadership positions in the
organization required substantial time commitments, and
only a handful of corporations were willing and able to
employ staff who spend the majority of their time on IETF
business.” See also [90 p. 559].
At an overall level, the multi-stakeholder model is not
truly democratic: on the contrary, it gives more weight to
the relatively less democratic components, such as private
companies, as opposed to the components who are
supposed to be relatively more democratic, the
governments; a more detailed discussion is given in [18,
21].
As
Sutherland
[97]
puts
the
matter
“Multistakehoderism, apparently by design, is neither
representative nor accountable”; and it gives more weight
to the interests of developed countries [2]. Improved
accountability and greater democracy are required [17, 96
section 3.2(b, 98]. As Powers and Jablonski [3 Chapter 6]
put the matter: “For many in the developing world, the ITU
is the preferred forum for discussing questions of internet
governance precisely because it is based on a traditional
UN, one-state, one vote model. Regardless of stakes for the
private sector, each state has equal say in policymaking
process. It is, thus, an ideal forum to discuss the economics
of the internet industries without fear or pressure from

31

For example, ICANN has no membership, so its Board cannot be
elected in a conventional manner. Half of the members of the ICANN
Board are selected by a Nominating Committee, the other half are selected
by various other committees, see the ICANN Bylaws. See also McCarthy
(2012).
IETF does not have a formal membership. The selection process for the
IESG, the body that makes formal decisions regarding IETF standards, is
complex, involving a nominating committee and the ISOC Board of
Trustees, see RFC 2727.
ISOC has a rather complex process for selecting the members of its
governing body, the Board of Trustees: “ISOC By-Laws and Policies call
for the Trustees on its Board of Trustees to be elected or selected by
various constituencies, namely Organizational Members, Chapters, the
ISOC standards organization embodied by the Internet Architecture Board
(IAB) and Individual Members. The Board of Trustees itself is
empowered to appoint a limited number of Trustees over and above the
constituency-based Trustees”, see:
<http://www.internetsociety.org/who-we-are/board-trustees/policies-andprocedures/selection > accessed 10 May 2013.
32
See footnote 5 of [11 p. 219]; and the US tax declarations filed by ISOC
(Form 990), according to which its Chief Executive Officer was paid
some US$ 500’000 per year
<http://thebigliesociety.yolasite.com/resources/541650477_200912_990.
pdf> accessed 6 January 2014.
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internet and telecommunications companies whose
interests reside in shaping opinions and rules in their
favor.”
As noted above, the Internet has expanded and become
an essential component of most economies under the
current governance model. However, as already noted,
some aspects of the current Internet have been criticized.
As Taylor [103] points out, while the Internet does have
some leveling effects, it also has exactly the opposite
effects, perpetuating and even exacerbating offline
inequalities; as we will see later, new dominant companies
have replaced old dominant companies, but the problem of
concentration remains. Thus it cannot be said that there is
consensus regarding the merits of the current governance
model. Nor can it be said that the current governance model
is truly multi-stakeholder: as noted above, many decisions
are made by national governments (which are not
multi-stakeholder); in particular, decisions regarding
surveillance and limitations on access to content are not
made by multi-stakeholder mechanisms; and decisions
regarding financial matters are mostly made by private
companies, through commercial negotiations.
Thus calls for continuation of the current
multi-stakeholder model for Internet governance are in
reality calls for a continuation of the current governance
system: national governments retain their power nationally,
private companies retain control over financial matters, in
particular at the international level, where there is no
effective regulatory framework; 33 and the US retains its
privileged role ([30, 104]. As Powers and Jablonski [3
Chapter 1] put the matter: “ … at a basic level, US internet
policy can be boiled down to getting as many people using
the network of networks as possible, while protecting the
status quo legal, institutional and economic arrangements
governing connectivity and exchanges online.” And this is
so as to favor the continuing dominance and profitability of
US companies, and US geo-economic and geopolitical
interests. As the Indian government reportedly puts the
matter [105]: “India feels that the very term
multi-stakeholder was something of a ‘misnomer’, a small
unrepresentative group of certain individuals, supported by
vested interests, appears to have arrogated themselves the
right to present certain views in discussions relating to
Internet governance. It was not clear as to who they
represent and whether who they claimed to represent had in
fact nominated them. These persons undermine the
positions of the government and were really spokespersons
of certain Western interests.”
Chaturvedi [106] calls on the government of India to
reverse its long standing efforts to change the status quo,
and this on the grounds that a move to intergovernmental
coordination and supervision would have the following
negative effects: (1) only governments participate in

33

Note in this context the strong opposition to various proposals
presented to WCIT regarding financial matters [20].
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decision making and many are not truly democratic; (2)
international treaties supersede the rights and duties of
national parliaments; (3) decisions made in the UN might
threaten freedom of speech; (4) the rules for participation
in intergovernmental deliberations are set by governments;
(5) the Internet moves fast and government intervention
might slow it down and stymie its “permissionless
innovation”; (6) decisions might be made by people who
lack the requisite expertise; (7) there is no recourse against
a badly drafted treaty that has unintended or unwanted
effects.
Some of these points are refuted above and in the papers
cited above; others reflect a gross misunderstanding of
international law. In summary: (1) private companies are
among the least democratic organizations in the world, thus
a call to avoid government intervention is actually a call to
reduce democracy; (2) treaties are binding only after they
are ratified, which normally involves national parliaments,
thus they do not in any way supersede national parliaments;
(3) all UN decisions must conform to human rights law,
much of which is customary law enunciated in the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights; the “threat to free
speech” canard was much bandied about in the context of
WCIT and has no validity, [20]; (4) indeed rules for
participation should be set democratically and allowing
governments to set them is far more democratic than
allowing private companies to set them; (5) indeed some
government rules might prevent certain innovations, such
as clever ways to violate copyright or propagate child
pornography; there is no evidence to suggest that, in the
current privatised and liberalized environment,
government intervention could stymie innovation: on the
contrary, proponents of net neutrality call for government
intervention precisely to enable innovation and to stymie
abuse of dominant power; (6) of course decisions should be
made by people who have the requisite expertise, but, at
present, decisions which have significant public policy
aspects are made by technicians who have no
understanding of the issues, resulting, for example, in
serious erosion of privacy; (7) national courts can and do
correct undesirable interpretations of treaties and any state
can at any time denounce a treaty or propose that it be
revised.
The weakening of international frameworks so as to
favour the interests of developed countries and their private
companies is of course not restricted to the Internet: it is a
general recent phenomenon [107, 108]. But note that a
strengthening of international frameworks is advocated by
developed countries and their private companies when
such strengthening could favour them, for example with
respect to intellectual property laws [109, 110]
4.2. The Role of Governments
Not surprisingly, the proponents of maintaining the
current system are primarily those governments that

exercise significant power at present (in particular the US
and its close allies), private companies, and governments
whose private companies reap profits under the current
system (primarily developed country governments) [111].
As the US Government put the matter [112]: “The United
States government believes that existing multistakeholder
institutions deserve significant credit for the Internet’s
global growth and dynamism and should remain the
cornerstones of the Internet governance ecosystem.
Multistakeholder organizations should continue to evolve
alongside changing technologies and stakeholder needs
and to address all relevant opportunities and challenges.
Governments should participate meaningfully in this
system, and may also play an enabling or facilitating role to
help the multistakeholder system to function well. Finally,
governments should ensure that the proper incentives and
environment are in place domestically so that a single,
interoperable Internet can flourish globally, enabling
freedom of expression and economic prosperity.”
As already noted, some take the view that governments
should simply be “one more stakeholder”, with the same
rights as any other stakeholder, while others take the view
that governments have specific roles and responsibilities
for public policy matters. 34 For what it is worth, recent
research regarding multi-stakeholderism in the field of
enforcement of intellectual property rights suggests that it
does not work well for making decisions about public
policies prior to those made by the appropriate public
decision-making bodies, even if those decisions are
non-binding [113]. Such a finding may or may not be
relevant for Internet governance in general. And proposals
to allow private companies to influence regulations by
participating directly in negotiations with government
representatives in the context of international trade
agreements have been criticized [114].
More fundamentally, Article 21 of the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights and Article 25 of the
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights
provide that everyone has the right to take part in the
conduct of public affairs, directly or through freely chosen
representatives. That is, everyone has the right to take part,
directly or through freely chosen representatives, in public
policy decisions, where “public policy decisions” refers to
decisions that affect public affairs. This human right of
course also applies to public policy decisions regarding the
Internet, by virtue of the principle that offline rights apply
equally online [21 section 2]. That principle is enshrined in
two UN Resolutions which affirm that the same rights that
people have offline must also be protected online. 35
Thus the principle that people, either directly or through
34

For a good analysis, which clearly outlines additional historically
divergent views, see [61].
Resolution A/HRC/RES/20/8, The Promotion, protection and
enjoyment of human rights on the Internet and Resolution A/RES/68/167,
The right to privacy in the digital age, respectively
<http://ap.ohchr.org/documents/dpage_e.aspx?si=A/HRC/RES/20/8> and
<http://www.un.org/en/ga/search/view_doc.asp?symbol=A/RES/68/167>
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their chosen representatives, have the right to make public
policy decisions also applies to public policy decisions
regarding the Internet. This principle is correctly embodied
in 35(a) of the Tunis Agenda, which states that policy
authority for Internet-related public policy issues is the
sovereign right of States. 36
Various calls for non-government entities to participate
on an equal footing with governments in decision-making
regarding public policy matters would appear to be
inconsistent with fundamental human rights, because, as
noted before, such non-government entities may not be
democratic and would likely weaken the right of people to
take part in the conduct of public affairs through their
chosen representatives. The opposite view is taken by
Doria [115], who states that “Full representation requires
multistakeholder representation and that is a basic
democratic principle”; that non-government stakeholders
should participate in decision-making on an equal footing
with governments; and that “It is often Non-Governmental
Organizations that serve [human] rights and cross-border
interests without discrimination based on geography,
nationality or other circumstance.” Needless to say, the
author disagrees with that assumption.
An even more extreme view has been expressed by
Dourado [116], who states that “Insofar as stakeholder
communities elect to participate in Internet governance
processes on their own account, governments should not
have a primary role in Internet governance.” Taken to the
limit, this means that anti-copyright movements could elect
to participate in Internet governance processes on their own
account, and those governments would have no power to
stop their implementing ways and means to defeat
copyright laws. (And the same could be said for gambling,
distribution of prohibited substances, pedophile images,
etc.) It appears that Dourado is well aware of the
implications of his statement, because he also states that
“… we should conceive of the role of government as a
subordinate one. Governments … do not have the right to
advance positions that contradict the consensus of other
domestic stakeholders because such exercises of
government power do not reflect the consent of the
governed and are therefore illegitimate”. Again, this
implies that, for example, the US government could not
prohibit online poker because the poker-playing
community did not consent to that prohibition. In
Dourado’s view, “… any process that relies on
governments to represent the views of domestic
stakeholder communities when those communities do not
consent to that representation is illegitimate and
exclusionary.” Needless to say, the author disagrees with
such views, in particular because any “community” could
claim, ex post, that it was not represented property if it does
not like a particular decision (e.g. dealers in counterfeit

36

<http://www.itu.int/wsis/documents/doc_multi.asp?lang=en&id=2267|0>
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pharmaceuticals might claim that they were not
represented when policies were passed to make such
activities illegal). Dourado states “…Internet governance
has so far been effected without the implementation of any
clearly articulated role for governments at all”, thus
apparently ignoring the extensive development of law and
case law that is specific to the Internet. 37
In order to justify reducing the role of governments in
Internet governance, it has been stated that traditional
models of governance which would institutionalise control
of the Internet by governments and inter-governmental
organisations would not allow all stakeholders to share
knowledge, experience, skills and best practice in order to
develop policies to address new opportunities and new
challenges; such formal, institutional and decision-making
models would not be able to keep pace with the rapid
technological change that is so characteristic of the Internet
and the rapidly-evolving needs and desires of internet users;
any attempt to introduce such traditional models would act
as a brake on innovation and limit access to the full benefits
of an open Internet; it would risk stifling the dynamism that
has allowed the internet to deliver so many benefits and
opportunities for economic growth and social welfare. 38
However, it is difficult to find example where government
intervention has actually had such an effect – except for
restrictions on freedom of speech which, as noted earlier,
are pervasive and have surely slowed innovation, for
example for web sites based on foreign content, for the
development of social networks, and for the development
of certain types of entertainment such as online poker. 39
And it is worth noting that the proponents of the
multi-stakeholder approach actually promote the criticized
traditional model for certain types of issues, such as
intellectual property [62, 89 p. 192, 117]. 40
Indeed, the US exercised its traditional governmental
powers very openly and explicitly, not just domestically,
but also internationally, in particular until recently with
respect to management of Internet domain names and
addresses (through the IANA contract and the contract with
Verisign for the authoritative root server [30]), and with
respect to surveillance of Internet traffic [72, 118-120].
Further, the US does not adopt the multi-stakeholder model

37

But perhaps this is not what Dourado meant to say, because in the next
sentence he focuses on coordination of global Internet resources, which is
a very specific issue. According to Dourado, governments are not needed
for that coordination (which is obvious) and the question is whether other
stakeholder groups want governments to represent them. This begs the
question of how the public interest is best served and whether government
intervention may be necessary in order to ensure competition and a level
playing field. For example, it is not disputed that the public interest is
better served when governments coordinate radio frequencies than when
the coordination is left entirely to the private sector. So the question is
whether the same is the case for global Internet resources such as domain
names and IP addresses.
38
See for example the UK contribution to CWG-Internet, CWG-Internet
3/3.
39
For
the
US
restrictions
on
online
poker,
see
<https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States_v._Scheinberg> accessed 5
December 2013.
40
Also see the cited UK contribution to CWG-Internet.
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when negotiating international trade treaties [121, 122], or
certain other Internet-related matters [62]. It is not clear
whether the cited comment above criticizing traditional
models was intended as a call for change to such exercise
by the US of its traditional powers, or not (because the
source is usually a staunch supporter of the status quo).
It is worth noting at this point how emotionally-laden
words are used to influence the discourse. The terms “free
and open Internet” and “rapidly evolving” are contrasted
with “institutionalised control” and “slow decision making”
– but not for what concerns intellectual property, in which
case the terms that are typically used to deny the legitimacy
of certain new technologies and behaviors (such as file
sharing) are “piracy” and “theft”. Since, as noted earlier,
existing laws and legal principles tend to be applied by
analogy to new technologies, including the Internet,
metaphors matter and can significantly affect decisions
regarding what is and what is not allowed or encouraged
[123, 124]. The term “decentralized” is often used to
describe the Internet. It is true that much of the Internet’s
operations are decentralized [46], but this is also true of
today’s telephone system (as opposed to the telephone
system in 1960). Indeed, at the lowest layer, the telephony
and Internet infrastructures are often the same, so they
exhibit similar degrees of decentralization or concentration.
But many aspects of the Internet are, at present, far more
centralized or concentrated than telephony. Consider the
highly centralized management of Internet domain names
and address by ICANN, or the high concentration of
services such as search engines, social networks and music
downloads [125]; see also section 6 below.
It is often stated that the Internet has been an important
factor in facilitating the emergence and increase in civil
liberties, in particular in countries which have not
historically been democratic. But a careful empirical study
concludes that in fact mobile technologies are far more
significant in this respect [126]; this conclusion is not
surprising given that, as noted above, mobile phones are far
more available in many countries than is the Internet. It is
often said that developments regarding the Internet are very
fast compared to the “glacial” pace of developments of
technologies governed in more traditional ways [127]. But
in fact it took 16 years to create the first set of new generic
Top Level Domains (gTLDs) and another 12 years to
create the second set; 41 and the IPv6 protocol was
published in 1998, but 16 years later was used only for a
very small proportion of Internet traffic. 42 This is not to
say that other aspects of the Internet have not developed
quickly, but those aspects are mostly related to applications
and services, not to the core network. And applications and
services have also been developed quickly for mobile
technologies. So it is misleading to compare fast
development of Internet applications and services with

41
42

<http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/GTLD> accessed 8 April 2014.
<http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IPv6> accessed 8 April 2014.

allegedly slow development of core network standards for
technologies other than the Internet.
It is also worth noting how misleading analogies are
often employed to lead the reader to believe that there is
something uniquely positive about the current Internet
governance arrangements. For example, Souter [128] states
“The development of the Internet has not been overseen by
intergovernmental agencies and national governments in
the same ways as, for example, telecommunications.
Instead, its development has been facilitated by entities in
which Internet technical professionals, private sector
businesses and other non-governmental stakeholders have
been at least as prominent as governments.” The first
sentence is correct. The second sentence ignores the
privatisation and liberalization of telecommunications that
has taken place since the mid 1970’s. At present, the
development of all telecommunications technologies is
driven primarily by private businesses, which are indeed
more prominent that governments. And this also holds for
the development of most other areas of economic activity.
Thus, a statement such as “The Internet has become such a
fantastic success because it was based on a governance
structure that was open to all interested stakeholders,
global in reach and guided by a cooperative spirit between
all involved parties” [129] in reality applies to most areas
of economic activity, and applies for sure to mobile
telecommunications which, as shown below, has actually
grown faster than Internet, without being “governed” by
some special so-called multi-stakeholder model.
As a former US government member put the matter: “A
major reason why government is failing to provide
leadership is because, as we have seen, big corporations
have become so effective in recent years at preventing
government from doing much about the environment or
any other issue that may require corporations to change in
ways they’d prefer not to.” [130], and indeed this has
tended to be the case in discussions on governance in
various domains: corporations influence formal
governmental and inter-governmental policies in order to
prevent decisions being taken that could negatively affect
their commercial operations, and in particular their profits.
For a detailed discussion of the influence of US
corporations on US policy regarding economic matters
related to information and communications technologies
see [131 Part Three: The Geopolitics of Information, 3
Chapter 3]. As Powers and Jablonski [3] put the matter: “At
a basic level, US internet policy can be boiled down to
getting as many people using the network of networks as
possible, while protecting the status quo legal, institutional
and economic arrangements governing connectivity and
exchanges online. From the global infrastructure
facilitating exchanges of data to the creation of unique
content and services online, American companies are
dominant, extraordinarily profitable and, in most cases,
well ahead of foreign competition”. The cited authors
explain, in Chapter 4 of their book, how US policy results
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in the observed dominance and profitability of US
companies. Gurstein [104] makes the same point.
Shaw [132] shows how companies active in the US
surveillance programs contribute generously to the election
funds of key members of the US Congress. Harris [111]
discusses how private interests have affected Internet
governance in general, and ICANN’s decisions in
particular, in ways that may be contrary to the public
interest (in this regard, see also [98]). Of course such
lobbying by private companies is not restricted to
telecommunications. For example, pharmaceutical
manufacturers influence government policies in order to
maximize their profits [133]. To the extent that private
companies rely on public funding to develop or distribute
products, they are in effect benefiting from subsidies [134].
In telecommunications, it is generally believed that the
connection to the end user (often called “the last mile”
[135]) is, in many cases, a natural monopoly [136] which
therefore must be regulated in some way. This view is not
shared by all governments, but the results of lack of
regulation of the last mile have been criticized [137] and
have led to network neutrality regulation, including in the
United States.
Regarding the high-level products and services offered
on the Internet, there is a clear concentration in certain
sectors, such as search engines, advertising, and access to
certain types of entertainment [138-140]. Whether such
concentrations are due to natural monopolies, and whether
or not they should be regulated at the national or
international level are topics that will surely be discussed in
the future. Marwick [141] presents an account of how the
culture of the founders of new social media companies may
lead to a bias in favor of hierarchical, concentrated entities,
which is paradoxical considering that the Internet was
meant to be a decentralized, uncontrolled network (in this
context see also [103]). The financial issues arising out of
the concentration of international Internet traffic (whether
by national gateways or by international operators) have
long been discussed, albeit with little agreement [48]. The
lack of agreement is due to ideological differences but also
to economic realities, as Hruska [142] puts the matter:
“Under the current unregulated [Internet] peering system,
foreign ISPs [Internet Service Providers] pay US ISPs a fee
to carry internet traffic, which means US companies make
a tidy sum of cash off foreign access”.
It is generally agreed that competition brings benefits.
But a hand-off attitude to markets does not necessarily
result in competition. As Wu [86] puts the matter,
governments should act as checks to private power, not as
an aid to it. Indeed, as early as 1776, Adam Smith had
recognized that private companies will attempt to influence
public policies so as to reduce competition, realizing that
profits are higher in non-competitive markets; thus the role
of governments includes taking measures to maintain
competition [143 pp. 68 ff.]. And indeed there has been
intensive debate in some countries (in particular in the
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United States) regarding what policies regarding use of
infrastructure would best promote competition for Internet
services [144, 145]. A cynical observer of such debates
might be tempted to comment that they were largely
struggles regarding which private companies should reap
the greatest profits from the use of infrastructure which
might better be managed as a public good [146]. In this
light, before deciding what role governments should or
should not have with respect to Internet governance, one
should determine whether or not the current arrangements
have worked well. This can be referred to as result-oriented
legitimacy [147, p. 103].

5. Results of the Current Arrangements
As noted briefly above, it is not correct to state that the
number of Internet users has grown faster than other
technologies. On the contrary, the growth of mobile
telephone subscriptions has been faster than the growth of
Internet users, as shown in Figure 1 below (the upper line
shows mobile subscriptions, the lower line shown Internet
users; the source for the data used to produce this chart, and
the subsequent charts, is ITU for the Internet users and
mobile subscriptions, and the United Nations Population
Division for the number of people). 43 All the charts show
world-wide data, that is total numbers for the world.

Figure 1. World-wide penetration of mobile subscriptions and Internet
users

It is instructive to look at the actual numbers, but in a
logarithmic scale. Figure 2 below shows the logarithms of
the total number of mobile subscriptions and of Internet
users.

43

It is important to note that the two time-series measure somewhat
different things. The number of Internet users is an estimate of the number
of people that have access to Internet. The number of mobile subscribers is
the number of active mobile subscriptions; some people have more than
one subscription and some subscriptions are used by machines.
Nevertheless, the data provide an overall view of the actual use of the two
telecommunications technologies.
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Figure 2.
Logarithms of total world-wide number of mobile
subscriptions and of Internet users

It can be seen from the Figure 2 (the upper line shown
mobile subscriptions, the lower line shows Internet users)
that Internet grew somewhat more rapidly than mobile
from 1991 to about 2000, then grew more slowly. This can
be explained by the fast growth in developed countries
during that period, followed by slower growth when
developing countries started adopting both technologies.
The different growth rates are seen more clearly if one
looks at the ratio of Internet users to mobile subscriptions,
in Figure 3 below.

Figure 3. Ratio of total world-wide number of Internet users to mobile
subscriptions

From 1993 to 1998, the ratio increased, meaning that
growth was relatively higher for Internet users. Then the
ratio decreased, meaning that growth was relatively higher
for mobile subscriptions. The ratio appears stable since
2009, meaning that the growth rates are comparable.
However, Internet growth has appeared to again become
relatively higher as of 2015: developing-country markets
have reached saturation for mobile telephony and new
developing-country users use their mobile telephones to
access the Internet. See also [148 para. 2.3.1(k)].
It is not disputed that the price of connecting to the
Internet for users in developing countries is, in relative

terms, much higher than the price for users in developed
countries [149, 150]; and Supplement 2 to
Recommendation ITU-T D.50, section 2, whereas that is
generally not the case for mobile telephony. It is not
disputed that the relatively higher prices for Internet access
are undesirable in terms of promoting access to Internet
and should be addressed [148 para. 2.3.3(a), (d), (e) and (f)];
however, there is no agreement on how best to address the
issue (see for example the discussions at WSIS, WCIT, and
in ITU-T Study Group 3). 44 And it should be noted that
widespread use of mobile telephones has resulted, to date,
in significant benefits in developing countries, a
well-documented example being fishing in parts of India
[151, 152]; another example being financial transactions
[153]. Further, a careful empirical study concludes that
mobile technologies (as opposed to the Internet) have had a
unique and persistent effect on the emergence and increase
in civil liberties [126].
The data presented above may suggest that the relatively
high price of Internet access may account at least in part for
the relatively slower growth rate of Internet compared to
mobile telephony. The differences between the governance
arrangements for the Internet and for other
telecommunication technologies may have had an effect on
end-user prices (see section 2 of Supplement 2 to
Recommendation ITU-T D.50) and the relatively higher
penetration of mobile compared to Internet, but there are
many confounding factors (including the cost of the
end-user equipment and the fact that literacy is required to
use the Internet), so it is impossible to say whether the
Internet would have had higher or lower penetration and
growth rates under traditional governance mechanisms.
Further, there is little data available regarding Internet
connectivity costs and prices at the wholesale level,
because that business is mostly conducted as a barter
economy, under informal “no charge” arrangements [50]
(but such informal arrangements might be challenged by
forthcoming initiatives regarding taxation [154] or in order
to promote competition [155, pp. 11-12].
One of the justifications for privatization and
liberalization are that they should result in increased
competition, which in turn should engender lower prices
and more choices for end-users. However, some portions of
telecommunications markets may be natural monopolies
and many portions are subject to network effects [156].
Thus, deregulation may not always result in competition.
Indeed, Noam [157] presented an empirical analysis of the
effects of deregulation in the US (including regarding the
Internet), concluding that pro-competitive measures may
have favored greater concentration, and thus less actual
competition. Noam [158, 159] presents results of an
ambitious world-wide study of media concentration
(including ISPs, search engines, etc.); the results are
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See however the previously cited Supplement 2 to Recommendation
ITU-T D.50 and WTPF-2013 Opinion 1.
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consistent with his previous findings, which is not
surprising because, as Noam notes, the high fixed costs,
low marginal costs, high economies of scale, and high
network effects typical in these industries favor
concentration. Burch [160] notes that the rate of
concentration appears to be increasing.
It would be beyond the scope of the present paper to
conduct an updated empirical analysis of concentration,
however it is worth noting that, in 2013, and in 2017, 14
information technology and communications companies
were among the 100 largest companies in the world (the list
includes Apple, Samsung Electronics, AT&T, China
Mobile, IBM, Microsoft, Google, Intel, Cisco). 45 Some of
these companies have strong (or event dominant) positions
in certain portions of the Internet market. This may or may
not be related to the current Internet governance
arrangements, under which there is relatively weak
government control at the national level and essentially no
intergovernmental control at the international level. And
this may or may not be in the best interests of consumers
[87]. It is worth noting that, of the telecommunications
operators in the top 100 mentioned above, only one
(Vodafone in 2013) is large around the world; the others
are large either in their national market (AT&T, China
Mobile, Nippon Telegraph and Tel, Comcast) or in
regional markets (Telefonica, America Movil). In contrast,
the other large companies in the top 100 are all large
around the world. Thus, this limited set of data suggest that
there may be concentration at the worldwide level for
information technology and Internet companies, whereas
concentration may tend to occur more at the national (or
regional) level for mobile and fixed telecommunication
operators.
Regulatory and technical factors may contribute to such
relative differences in concentration. Fixed and mobile
telecommunications operators must obtain national
licenses, whereas information technology and Internet
companies typically do not need national licenses. Names
and addresses for fixed and mobile networks are primarily
assigned at the national level, whereas global domain
names can be easily obtained. For sure there are global
telephone numbers (see Recommendation ITU-T E.164.1)
but they are relatively hard to obtain and, even when they
are obtained, they are not automatically routed: as noted
above, there is no automatically synchronized global
database for telephone numbers, so an entity that obtains a
global telephone number must negotiate routing
agreements with operators in each country where it wishes
to use the number. Thus, it is relatively difficult to set up a
global service based on telephone numbers, whereas it is
relatively easy to set up a global service based on domain
names. So it is not surprising that global services (such as
music download sites and social networking sites) are
provided using domain names. Another technical
45

<http://www.forbes.com/global2000/> accessed 3 December 2013.
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difference is in the very nature of the information provided:
a domain name points to a collection of text and graphics; a
telephone number points to verbal information (or perhaps
some short text messages, but those are not centrally stored
– except perhaps by government surveillance systems –
and are ephemeral). Thus it is logical and relatively simple
to implement a web search facility, whereas it is hard to
envisage a “voice communication” search facility (again,
except perhaps in the case of entities that conduct massive
surveillance).
So both regulatory and technical factors may favor
relatively greater global concentration of information
technology and Internet companies. And some Internet
companies have indeed adroitly exploited these factors to
attain significant dominance; as Powers and Jablonski [3
Chapter 1] put the matter: “Building on the analogue to the
historical significance of the oil industry, there is no
equivalent company that has ever been capable of
dominance in each facet of the oil economy to the extent
that Google leads in the data economy.” 46 An alarmist
view of this situation is given in [161]. And specific
criticism is given in [162]. This of course has an
implication for governance: as noted above, national
governments have tended to apply existing laws by analogy
to new industries, including anti-trust and competition law.
Thus, national governments can, at least in principle, take
steps to curb abuses of dominant market power by national
companies. On the other hand, it is much more difficult for
national governments to take actions against companies
whose dominance is global, not national. This suggests that
the companies that have significant market power at the
international level may be keen to avoid any international
frameworks that might make it easier for governments to
control them, and indeed such companies have actively
lobbied against discussions that could potentially have led
to some sort of framework [20]. 47 In contrast, there have
been calls for governments to control some aspects of
services provided to consumers located in their jurisdiction,
in particular to protect their right to privacy [163].
Indeed, as noted earlier, each of the components of a
multi-stakeholder model will strive to obtain outcomes that
meet its interests: private companies will strive for
outcomes that allow them to maximize profits, states will
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A detailed analysis is given in [3 Chapter 4], which explains how the
discourse of Internet freedom is intimately related to Google’s business
model and profitability: more interconnected users providing more
information results in more profits, in particular because targeted
advertising becomes more valuable.
47
With respect to the WCIT, it is worth noting that lobbying by mobile
operators resulted in only relatively weak provisions regarding roaming
being agreed, whereas lobbying by information technology and Internet
companies resulted in a refusal by some countries to sign the new
International Telecommunication Regulations (ITRs), even though that
treaty did not in reality place any constraints on their businesses [20]. It
would thus appear that the large international players may have relatively
more influence in intergovernmental discussions than do the large
national players. Or perhaps this is due to the fact that those large
international players are mostly US companies, that the US political
system is relatively more responsive to industry lobbying, and that the US
has significant ability to influence intergovernmental discussions.
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strive for outcomes that allow them to maintain control,
and civil society will strive for outcomes that meet their
particular concerns (such as free speech). For the reporting
year ending March 2013, one of the larger international
mobile operators, Vodafone, had about 400 million
customers and $ 73 billion revenue for 91’000 employees,
with an average after tax profit of about $9 billion for the
years 2009-2013. 48 By way of comparison, one of the
larger Internet companies, Google, had, for the reporting
year ending December 2012, about $11 billion net income,
$ 50 billion dollars revenue for 54’000 employees (the net
income increased every year from 2008 to 2012; the
five-year average was about $8 billion). 49 Thus it is not
surprising that Google has significantly increased its
lobbying activities [164]. Google’s income and revenues in
2016 nearly doubled with respect to 2012. The propensity
of private companies to maximize profits explains the slow
uptake of IPv6 [165-167]. A good account of the complex
discussions and conflicting interests that led to the adoption
of a protocol (IPv6) that is not backwards compatible
(which has made the uptake difficult to justify in
commercial terms) is given in [168]. While a respected
expert has stated that the slow uptake of IPv6 may
represent a case of market failure [169], the present author
has argued that it is rather a case of standardization failure,
that is, an instance where the current Internet governance
arrangements (which in this case were dominated by
private companies) did not work very well [170].
Governments may or may not see a need to intervene to
accelerate the uptake of IPv6 addresses [170]; in this
context, see WPTF-13 Opinions 3 and 4. 50
As noted earlier, governments do control the Internet
nationally (in particular by enforcing national laws that
prohibit certain activities), however they have little or no
influence at the international level, and this because the US
(and its allies) have consistently resisted intergovernmental
influence on the Internet (with some exceptions, such as
intellectual property). A detailed discussion of recent US
actions in this respect is found in [20]. An excellent
summary and analysis of the debate is given in [171]. As
noted earlier, corporate interests are well represented in
Internet governance at the international level. Thus one
might expect that corporate interests are well provided for
at present, and indeed this is the case [17, 21] 51. Further, it
is worth noting that recent calls by key companies for

48

<http://www.vodafone.com/content/annualreport/annual_report13/downl
oads/
vodafone_annual_report_2013.pdf> accessed 4 December 2013, in
particular p. 189.
49
<http://investor.google.com/pdf/2012_google_annual_report.pdf>
accessed 4 December 2013, in particular p. 24.
50
Available
in
the
previously-cited
Chairman’s
report
<http://www.itu.int/md/S13-WTPF13-C-0016/en >.
51
Note also that one well-known company was very profitable; it had, in
2012, some US$ 48 billion in cash and short-term investments and the
amount was increasing, see
<http://www.google.com/finance?fstype=ii&q=NASDAQ:GOOG>
accessed 8 June 2013.

limits on government surveillance apparently do not
include calls to increase the protection of privacy: rather,
they may be intended to limit government control of
commercial activities [73, 172].
As noted earlier, some take the view that this situation is
perfectly acceptable, or even desirable, 52 whereas others
take the view that this situation is not optimal because it
disadvantages certain geographic areas [2], or economic
interests [17, 49, 154 Annex Action 1, 173-175], or favors
pervasive government surveillance [16, 176, 177], or
erosion of privacy and cybercrime [54]. An excellent
account of the dangers of pervasive surveillance is found in
[178]; excellent accounts of the dangers of data analysis by
private companies are given in [76, 179]. 53 A good
summary of the shortcomings of the current Internet
governance arrangements has been given by a group of
civil society organizations [180].
Thus some consider that the current situation is a
dystopia. On the other hand, proponents of the current
Internet governance model consider that any change is
likely to result in a dystopia. Others propose improvements
in the current arrangements while maintaining their basic
nature [180]. Others propose changes that would result in
greater accountability to individual Internet users [182] (in
this context, it is worth noting that, in the early conception
of ICANN, Internet users at large were supposed to have
significant influence [27, 29; 183]. Given the significant
political interests of governments to exert control [94], and
the significant economic interests of private companies,
such proposals are not likely to find consensus. Thus they
can be qualified as utopias.
No state has, to date, agreed to relinquish national
control over the Internet. Indeed, a resolution of the US
Congress (prepared in the context of WCIT) articulated a
policy “to promote a global Internet free from government
control”, but this was omitted when the text was proposed
for adoption as a law [184]. And the US and its allies
prevented the adoption of language calling for the end of
mass surveillance at the April 2014 NETmundial meeting,
an outcome criticized by civil society. 54 The excessive
influence of private companies in the multi-stakeholder
model was clearly visible at that meeting [185, 186]. A full
analysis of the NETmundial meeting is beyond the scope of
this paper. Short overviews are given in [186-188].
Not surprisingly, states agree that they should have a role
regarding the Internet, and this is well expressed in the
Tunis Agenda. What they disagree about is (1) exactly
what that role should be and (2) what, if any, international
52

For example, Dourado [181] argues that informal enforcement by ISPs
of certain rules is preferable to formal legal liability.
As that article says, when browsing a web site, a targeted advertisement
may appear, based on an analysis of the user’s previous buying patterns,
patterns which have no apparent relation to the web site. And indeed,
when this author was reading that New York Book Review online, it
contained an advertisement for a Swiss online food shop that this author
had used once a few months previously. Harmless? In itself yes, but not as
a an indicator of what can be done, as explained in the cited article.
54
<http://bestbits.net/netmundial-response/> accessed 26 April 2014.
53
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harmonization is needed. States tend to favor international
harmonization only when it appears likely to meet their
own interests. Since the interests of states are not, at
present, well aligned, it naturally follows that it is difficult
for them to agree on international harmonization regarding
Internet governance; and it is difficult for the USA to agree
to any measures that might reduce its present dominant role.
In particular, states disagree on what, if any, should be the
specific role of the ITU with respect to international
harmonization, even though they have agreed, in various
high-level instruments, that there should be such a role [21],
and specific proposals have been made. 55 Be that as it may,
one of the key issues underpinning all discussions of
Internet governance was, as noted above, the asymmetric
role of the United States government [2, 18, 111]. Powers
and Jabloknski [3] document in detail how the policies of
the US government have facilitated the growth of dominant
Internet players which further US geo-economic and
geopolitical interests. They cite Nordenstreng and Schiller
[189]: “Since World War II, the rhetoric of freedom has
been the preferred usage of American corporate
monopolies, press and other, to describe the mechanisms of
the system that favors their operation”, and indeed, as
shown by Powers and Jabloknski [3], this has been the case
for the Internet.

6. The Future
“We stand at a precipice where the great leap in human
communication and ingenuity that gave us global
cyberspace could continue to bind us together or
deteriorate into something malign. Only by fully
uncovering the battle for the future of cyberspace can we
understand what’s at stake, and take steps to ensure that
this degradation of one of humanity’s greatest innovations
does not happen.” [54 p. 9]. While this statement refers to
cyberwar, cybercrime, and surveillance, it does also apply
to Internet governance in general. As a noted scholar put
the matter: “The system is failing, conventional policies
and institutions are increasingly discredited, and
fundamental changes of one form or another are likely to
come, for better or worse” [74 p. 221]. According to some,
such change was likely to come about by the end of 2015
[190]. But that change did not come about, although the US
government did relinquish its role regarding ICANN [18].
It has been posited that the issue of the asymmetric role
of the US government could be addressed by the USA
relinquishing its current privileged role [95 p. 226], with
the existing structures remaining as they are. That is, there
would be no new formal agreements involving
governments, and the current contracts and agreements
55

See in particular the introduction and Annex B of a submission to the
US government in response to a request for comments
<http://www.ntia.doc.gov/legacy/ntiahome/domainname/dnstransition/co
mments/dnstrans_comment0081.htm> accessed 13 June 2013.
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with the US government would be discontinued. That is
what in fact happened [18]. But an alternative would have
been for other governments to join the USA in becoming
signatories of the various relevant existing agreements, 56
and possibly new agreements. This would actually have
resulted in very little change with respect to the status quo,
because the US exercises its power in ways other than
formal control of naming and addressing, for example by
compelling US-based private companies to disclose
information used for surveillance [72, 75]. In February
2012, the European Commission called for globalization of
ICANN and IANA, while retaining the current
multi-stakeholder model [191]. The call for the
globalization of ICANN and the retention of the current
governance model was welcomed by the US government,
but the US said nothing about the globalization of IANA
[192]. Subsequently, the US clarified its position [193],
stating that it was asking ICANN to convene global
stakeholders to develop a proposal to transition the role
played by the US government in the coordination of the
DNS, and that it would not accept a proposal that replaces
the role of the US government with a government-led or an
inter-governmental organization solution. Thus, the US
unilaterally decided to give to ICANN the mandate to come
up with a proposed change to the current system, while
putting pre-conditions on the outcome of the consultations.
Further, the US language was interpreted to mean that, in
order to retain the IANA function, ICANN would have to
remain a private company, and thus be subject to the laws
of at least the country in which it is incorporated, the USA.
While some welcomed this announcement, others
criticized it, fearing that ICANN might lack sufficient
accountability [18, 194, 195]. And the proposal drew
criticism from some members of the US Congress, who
stressed that governments should not be involved (while
apparently failing to notice that their involvement belied
that point) [196].
Another approach could be to envisage a new governing
structure along the lines initially proposed by the IAHC, 57
which was fully multi-stakeholder. Kuerbis [182] proposes
changes to ICANN that would appear to be consistent with
that approach. Such an approach could be combined with
agreements on basic principles, in particular related to
“Internet freedom”: there has recently been a flurry of
proposals regarding basic principles; including suggesting
that Internet freedom includes the freedom to do business
across borders [101 pp. 58 ff.]. An analysis of specific
proposals is given by Jamart [101 pp. 62 ff.], but, to date,
such principles have not been widely accepted, and initial
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Regarding ICANN, the Affirmation of Commitments and the IANA
Contract. Regarding the authoritative root server, the contract with
Verisign. See [30 p. 5].
57
See
<http://web.archive.org/web/19971211190034/http://www.gtld-mou.org/>
and more specifically
<http://web.archive.org/web/19971211190257/http://www.gtld-mou.org/
gTLD-MoU.html>accessed 10 June 2013.
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calls by the US for “Internet freedom” appear to have hit
the reality that no state is willing to forego placing some
limits on online activity [101 p. 68]. Indeed, it can be said
that “everything that is illegal offline is also illegal
online” 58 and the US took a strict approach to this with
respect to the release by WikiLeaks of classified internal
State Department communications (sometimes called
Cablegate) [101 p. 75].
Yet another approach is to call for the creation of some
new governance mechanism. For example, noting that
traditional governance models don’t seen able to solve
certain economic and political problems (not just regarding
the Internet), it has been suggested that there is a need for
new system of governance: “In practice this means that
decision-making power must be decentralized as much as
possible to communities of active citizens in the domains
of their competence. In short, it must devolve and involve
beyond the old systems of a mass public choosing distant
rulers in periodic one-person-one-vote elections where
their voice doesn't matter.” [197 Chapter 5]. This is of
course a call for corporatism, albeit decentralized
corporatism. Not surprisingly, such an approach is favored
by corporate interests, because it allows them to exercise
greater influence [21]. And of course this is also true for the
Internet, in which the approach (which favors the economic
and political interests of developed countries) 59 is referred
to as “the multi-stakeholder model” [2].
A different approach would be to envisage the creation
of a new Internet governance body, possibly within the
United Nations. 60 A good summary and discussion of such
proposals is given in [101 p. 60]. Schiller [7 pp. 359-360]
summarizes proposals by various governments, noting that
the US rejected those proposals. As an Indian civil society
organization argues, it might be better to view the
traditional multilateral mechanisms (intergovernmental
organizations) and newer multi-stakeholder mechanisms as
complementary, with each being best suited for certain
types of tasks, rather than as diametrically opposed
mechanisms. 61 In light of the revelations regarding the
Prism surveillance program [73, 102], 62 and other
unilateral pervasive surveillance, significant concerns have
been raised and there have been various calls for change
58

Many thanks to prof. Andrea Sirotti Gaudenzi for this pithy
formulation.
See for example the statement Parminder Jeet Singh at the Second
Meeting of the Working Group on Enhanced Cooperation, 7 November
<
2013
http://unctad.org/meetings/en/SessionalDocuments/WGEC_2013-11-07_
Transcript_en.pdf> pp. 7-8, accessed 21 November 2013.
60
For example, India’s proposal for a United Nations Committee for
Internet-Related Policies (CIRP), presented to the 66th session of the UN
General Assembly, 26 October 2011
<http://itforchange.net/sites/default/files/ITfC/india_un_cirp_proposal_2
0111026.pdf > accessed 2 December 2013. Hill (2013b) describes another,
unrelated, proposal.
61
Knowledge Commons Brazil <http://www.knowledgecommons.in/brasi
l/?page_id=20> accessed 3 April 2014.
62
It is worth noting that Prism is the successor of a series of increasingly
intrusive surveillance programs whose origin dates back to 1898 [198].
An excellent discussion of surveillance and related matters, including
cyberwar and cybercrime, in given in [54].
59

[16, 199]. 63 But, as noted scholar Milton Mueller points
out, it would be better to regulate surveillance directly,
rather than to attempt to regulate it through Internet
governance mechanisms [94]. And indeed this is what is
proposed in a report commissioned by the US President [95]
and this is what is called for in a resolution of the United
Nations General Assembly. 64
Be that as it may, some change will likely take place
with respect to Internet governance. As noted above, it is
important that such changes result in desirable outcomes,
and not in dystopia. Some have taken the view that WCIT
could have resulted in changes that would have been a
malign deterioration [20, pp. 35 ff. and 70 ff.]. As this
author (and others) has argued at length, such views were
exaggerated [20, pp. 71 ff., 52]. Nevertheless, the
discussions at WCIT did reveal profound differences [20 p.
68 and pp. 81 ff.] and there is a potential for fragmentation
of the Internet if the differences are not resolved [20 pp.
141 ff., 200]. In democratic systems, there is usually some
formal mechanism to make a decision if no consensus is
found. That formal system is usually some kind of voting.
In the United Nations (UN), each country is assigned one
vote, no matter what the size of the country or the type of
government that it has. However, as noted above, some
criticize that system on the grounds that not all UN
countries are truly democratic (but, as noted above, nor are
the several component bodies of the multi-stakeholder
model).
Be that as it may, it appears to this author that the
Internet has followed the same cycle as that followed by
other communication technologies, moving from open
crude inventions to closed sophisticated products [86]. As a
well-respected technologist put the matter (in the context of
a discussion regarding the slow rate of the transition to
IPv6) [166]:
“We are witnessing an industry that is no longer
using technical innovation, openness and
diversification as its primary means of
propulsion. … Today's internet is serviced by a far
smaller number of very large players, each of
whom appears to be assuming a very strong
position within their respective markets. The
drivers for such larger players tend towards risk
aversion, conservatism and increased levels of
control across their scope of operation. The same
trends of market aggregation are now appearing in
content provision, where a small number of content
providers are exerting a dominant position across
the entire Internet.”
A similar analysis is presented by Foster and
McChesney [87]: “we are entering a world of digital
63

See also <http://reformgovernmentsurveillance.com/> accessed 9
December 2013.
A/Res/68/167, The right to privacy in the digital age
<http://www.un.org/en/ga/search/view_doc.asp?symbol=A/RES/68/167>
.
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feudalism, where a handful of colossal corporate
mega-giants rule private empires ... the top 10 Web sites
accounted for 31 percent of US page views in 2001, 40
percent in 2006, and about 75 percent in 2010 ...”. For a
detailed discussion of the lack of competition in most
aspects of the Internet, see [74]; for a summary of the
domination of what are commonly called “over the top”
services, such social networks and search engines, see [75];
for a summary of how entities that provide cloud services
might be creating “walled gardens”, see [201]. In this light,
the corporatist multi-stakeholder model could be
appropriate at the national level in countries where there is
an appropriate legal framework to ensure that there is
competition and control of abuse of dominant market
power.
The management of Internet domain names and
addresses, carried out at present by ICANN, presents a
special issue. As scholars [202] have noted, at present there
is no legal framework to control ICANN’s activities, which
are largely not subject to competition. Such lack of control
no doubt contributes to ICANN's somewhat surprising
budget growth, 65 and to the fact that ICANN is able to
charge an annual fee for each domain name under certain
top-level domains, 66 despite the fact that there is no actual
cost to ICANN for the domain names under the top-level
domains. The cited scholars suggest that an alternative
might be to break up ICANN so that its activities could be
subject to competition; but this could have undesirable
side-effects in terms of fragmentation, see below. Harris
[17, 93, 111] is far more negative, suggesting that unless
major changes are made regarding ICANN, the Internet
could become fragmented. See also above for various
announcements and proposals regarding ICANN.
A corporatist multi-stakeholder model might be
appropriate at the international level if there were an
appropriate international legal framework to ensure that
there is competition. To some extent, the instruments of the
ITU (in particular the ITRs) and of the World Trade
Organization (WTO) (in particular the Annex on
Telecommunications and the Telecommunications
Services: Reference Paper) are meant to provide such an
international framework. But the 1988 ITRs are no longer
relevant, and a significant number of countries have not yet

65.

ICANN’s operating budget for 2001-2002 was approximately US$ 5
million for a staff of 21 full-time equivalents. ICANN’s operating
expenses in 2012 were about 70 million US dollars, and in 2013 about 140
million dollars. Revenues in 2012 were projected to be some 230 million
dollars. Staff was 158 people in 2012, planned to grow to 189 in 2013.
That is, ICANN’s operating expenses grew by 30% per year during the 10
years from 2001 to 2011, and planned to grow 100% from 2012 to 2013.
Staff grew by 22% per year during the 10 years from 2001 to 2011, and
was planned to increase by 20% from 2012 to 2013.
This is of course far higher than the growth rates of the economies of most
countries, and far higher than the growth rate of most areas of economic
activity. By comparison, an intergovernmental organization such as ITU
had essentially no budget growth during the comparable period and in fact
reduced its staffing.
66
See for example 7.2 of the “.com” registry agreement
<https://www.icann.org/en/about/agreements/registries/com/agreement-0
1dec12-en.htm> accessed 7 December 2013.
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acceded to the 2012 ITRs [20]; and the WTO instruments
are also dated and do not address the key issues regarding
the Internet that are outlined above. Thus, at present, there
is no suitable international legal framework under which
the corporatist multi-stakeholder model could be
considered to be appropriate. It is thus not surprising that
the current discussions reflect many of the issues identified
by Baran [5], in particular the consequences of the lack of
international agreements regarding issues related to
security, 67 and the need to ensure competition. In the
absence of international agreements, there is a risk of
fragmentation [203, 204]; as Raymond and Smith [71] put
the matter when analysing the potential consequences of
the failure to reach consensus regarding the 2012 ITRs:
“the larger problem [of the split between
signatories and non-signatories] in the long term is
the overall degree of complexity introduced into
the
governance
of
international
telecommunications, the potential for increased
transaction costs and the eventual possibility of
significant divergence between the two treaty
regimes over time. Given the similarity between
the two treaties [1988 versus 2012], as well as the
long history of routine cooperation on international
telecommunications and the resulting business
relationships and accumulated social practice, there
are reasons to believe that this complexity may be
manageable, if suboptimal. This assessment may
not apply, however, in the event that the parties to
the new ITRs engage in subsequent negotiations,
building on the accompanying resolutions to erect a
parallel institution for Internet governance. In the
event such a parallel institution duplicates the
function of the Internet Assigned Numbers
Authority or the IETF, the potential exists for
serious harm to global interoperability. Further,
since routing is currently done without regard for
international borders, the existence of parallel
Internet governance regimes that may evolve with
very different privacy protections poses
challenging questions about the sustainability and
desirability of legacy routing practices.”
As suggested elsewhere [21 section 7], the ITU would
appear to be a proper forum in which to conduct some of
the discussions regarding what, if any, international
framework agreements would be appropriate for the
Internet, and this despite the failure to agree at WCIT [20 p.
141]. A contrary view of the risk of fragmentation, and of
the role of intergovernmental organizations, is given in
[204].

67
Baran [5] prophetically foresaw the potential for the government
surveillance that has actually been put into place: “Highly sensitive
personal and important business information will be stored in many of the
contemplated systems … At present, nothing more than trust—or, at best,
a lack of technical sophistication—stands in the way of a
would-be-eavesdropper.”
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6.1. The “Federated Internet”
Discussions regarding an appropriate international
framework might result in agreements to move to what
noted scholar Eli Noam refers to as a “federated Internet”
[202]. At present, there hasn’t been much discussion
regarding what form exactly such a federated Internet
would take. Paradoxically, it is conceivable that it would be
“back to the future” and that it could resemble in some
ways the telecommunications technologies that preceded
and coexist with the Internet, such as telephony. According
to Mueller [11]: “A consistent root for domain names and a
coordinated IP address allocation regime make it possible
to have one Internet that connects everybody, as opposed to
a bunch of different Internets, driven by different policies
and fenced in by territorial permissions”. This is correct,
but there could be other ways to ensure a root that is
sufficiently consistent, and IP address allocation that is
sufficiently
coordinated,
to
allow
adequate
interconnectivity, even if there is some variation in policy.
It should be noted that territorial permissions exist anyway
today, in particular regarding restrictions on freedom of
speech; in policies regarding domain name registrations:
some country-code top-level-domains (ccTLDs) require
that the registrant have some link with the geographic
region they cover, others do not, and there are some
variations regarding the dispute resolution policies for
ccTLDs; and in IP address allocation: the policies of the
regional Internet registries (RIRs) are not identical.
In order to understand why a federated Internet might
resemble, in some respects, other telecommunications
technologies, it is first necessary to dispel some
misunderstandings
regarding
non-Internet
telecommunication systems, in particular that their
governance is (or was) centralized. Indeed, during
discussions of Internet governance, it is not uncommon to
hear statements to the effect that the highly decentralized
nature of the Internet precludes relying on the governance
mechanisms
that
were
used
for
previous
telecommunications technologies (such as telephony)
which are highly centralized [202, 204, 206, 207]. Such
statements conflate unrelated facts. It is correct that
telephone systems were highly centralized at the national
level prior to liberalization and privatization. But, at
present, telephone services are decentralized in most
countries. Further, the telephone system (and for that
matter telegraphy) were never centralized at the
international level. On the contrary, they always operated
as federated systems at the international level, albeit as
federated national monopolies prior to liberalization and
privatization. For example, toll-free (0800) telephone
numbers were first introduced in the USA in 1967 [208],
whereas the international standard regarding such numbers
was not developed until 1988. 68 As a result, for many years,

68

Recommendation ITU-T E.152. See also E.169.1.

it was not possible to dial a US 0800 number from abroad.
In contrast, while the operation of the Internet has
always been decentralized, portions of its governance are
centralized, but not at the national level. The management
of top level domain names is centralized at the international
level by ICANN. The top level allocation of IP addresses is
centralized at the international level by ICANN and at the
regional level by the RIRs. It is instructive at this stage to
consider the profound operational differences between the
Internet domain name system and its equivalent in
telephony, which is the mapping of telephone numbers
(specified in Recommendation ITU-T E.164) to telephone
addresses (specified in Q.708 for fixed phones and E.212
for mobile phones). Domain names are mapped to IP
addresses through a hierarchical search mechanism [209].
Domain names are fully portable, because the several
distributed databases that contain the mapping information
are accessed in a way that emulates a single centralized
database. At the top level, the distributed databases are
synchronized and kept consistent. Thus, it is not possible to
introduce a new top-level domain name without the
approval of ICANN. And, if a domain name is added under
a top-level domain name, it is automatically visible
throughout the world. Thus, if the domain name “ca” is
added under the top-level domain “.us”, then the domain
name “ca.us” is visible around the world.
Telephone numbers (which are names) are mapped to
addresses using Signaling System Seven (SS7) (specified
in the Q.700 series ITU-T Recommendations). But there is
no authoritative real-time-machine-readable top-level
database. In countries that have no number portability,
queries have to be sent to the operator to whom the
telephone number was assigned. In countries with number
portability, various solutions exist, including central
national databases [210, 211]. 69 However, there is no
international real-time-machine-readable database. That is,
each operator has to make arrangements with other
operators regarding queries: there is no automatic
hierarchical cascade like that of the Internet domain name
system. Thus, when the USA introduced 0800 numbers,
they were invisible outside the USA for many years. It is
this lack of a single authoritative “root server” for the
telephone system that makes numbering misuse possible.
Telephone numbering misuse occurs when a number is
used for a purpose other than the one for which it was
assigned. 70 A common example is the use of a national
number in a high-termination-rate country to provide
call-in services (often erotic phone services) to users in a
different country without actually terminating the call in
the high-termination-rate country. That is, a call made to a
number in country Y from country X actually stays within
country X while being billed to the customer as if it were

69
For more details, see Supplement 2 to ITU-T Recommendation E.164
<http://www.itu.int/rec/T-REC-E.164-201203-I!Sup2>.
70
Paraphrasing 4 of Recommendation ITU-T E.156.
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terminated in country Y [20 pp. 28, 96]. The equivalent for
the Internet would be a situation in which there is no single
authoritative master root server. For example, ICANN
could be considered a US entity, responsible only for
domain names under US jurisdiction (which would
presumably include “.com”, “.org”, “.edu”, and “.mil”).
Other domain names, such as ccTLDs, would not be
subject to ICANN’s authority (as indeed they largely are
not at present). There would be many root servers. ISPs
(and perhaps even end-users) would be free to choose
which root server they use. The root servers would be
largely synchronized, because, in general, there is no
commercial advantage in not being synchronized.
However, in some cases, some root servers might offer
additional TLDs, or, perhaps, mask certain domain names.
Such a scheme is described in [212].
Needless to say, such a situation regarding the Internet
would be anathema to those who believe that all users
should have access to all of the Internet’s products and
services [213, 214]. 71 But, in practice, language barriers
are already resulting in a fragmentation of the Internet [215
section 2.1], as are various government censorship
activities [216-219]. It is of course well-know that China
has long taken measures to restrict what its citizens can
access [215 section 1.2]; and at least one government was
apparently negotiating with at least one major Internet
company to create a national version of a popular video
download site, so as to ensure that the videos available in
that country are compatible with that country’s laws and
regulations [220] and Powers and Jablonski [3 Chapter 7]
explain in detail how China’s multi-faceted approach of
government
regulation,
censorship,
monitoring,
self-regulation, encouragement of national industry, and
protectionism “has been highly effective at keeping
Chinese users away from foreign applications and
content.”
Perhaps agreement on a federated model (with
appropriate safeguards for free speech) 72 would reduce
pressure to fragment the Internet (those pressures are well
described in [111]). And, as this author has argued
elsewhere [20, 56, 72], for sure an international agreement
on cooperation with respect to security would likely reduce
unilateral government surveillance programs and thus
reduce the tensions arising from such programs. Indeed, the
thrust of the European February 2014 statement [191]
would appear to be to propose various international
cooperation efforts that could reduce the pressure to
fragment the Internet and could help to maintain the current
governance arrangements (as usual referred to as “the
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As Mueller [11] puts the matter: “… open, universal access among all
users connected to the Internet, regardless of jurisdiction, is precisely
what has made the Internet so valuable”. It should be noted, however, that
various governments take various measures to stymie such universal
access, which, in their view, has some negative consequences.
72
For
example
based
on
the
principles
found
at
<necessaryandproportionate.org> accessed 10 October 2013, or those
outlined by Weber [96 section 4.2(b)].
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multi-stakeholder model”). But of course those
governments (and there are many of them) who currently
engage in unilateral surveillance are unlikely to agree to
any measures that would restrict their programs, and
indeed a report commissioned by the head of one such
government explicitly calls for continuing its practice of
treating non-citizens and non-residents differently, that is,
with fewer procedural safeguards for what they refer to as
“non-national persons” [95 pp. 32 and 156 ff.]. (For a good
summary review of the existing laws that allow such
practices in one country, see [120]). Indeed, the US reply
[192] to the February 2014 European statement did not
mention any of the measures proposed by Europe, except
for the globalization of ICANN, which was the least
significant of the European proposals.
Further, those private companies who benefit from the
current arrangements are likely to encourage their
governments to resist any changes (indeed, many
companies were heavily involved in WCIT [20]), as one
commentator put the matter regarding the concentration of
international Internet connections [142]: “If internet
servers were truly decentralized … US ISPs would end up
paying considerably more money to their foreign
counterparts”. But the issue is not just where the servers are
located, but where the content is stored, analyzed, and used
to generate revenues (e.g. advertising revenues); in this
context, see the statements attributed to India [105]. So
even decentralizing servers may not be sufficient to address
the economic disparities outlined above, to do that might
require more invasive measures, such as agreements on
how to tax the digital economy [154]. Or requirements that
certain types of data not be stored abroad [95 p. 215], or
that it not be stored in the USA [221], a move which the US
will surely resist, see the explicit statement to that effect in
a report to the US President [95 pp. 38, 221, and 223]. How
effective such resistance might be is open to question, see
for example Brazilian plans to bypass the US for
telecommunications traffic and to store data within the
country [222-224], and a similar Indian proposal [225].
And a decision by the Swiss Government [226] to use only
national suppliers for very important ICT services, and a
call by German Prime Minister Merkel to set up a
European communications network to avoid US
surveillance [227], a virulent call by Russian President
Putin for an alternative to the current situation [228].
Major companies whose business model depends on the
current situation will of course strenuously object to such
developments, going so far as to say that they will “break
the Internet” [214]. But whether data localisation would
break the Internet depends on what one thinks “the Internet”
is supposed to be. Those companies, and the US
surveillance apparatus, think it should be a vast repository
of personal data that is freely accessible by all for whatever
reason [179, 229]. And indeed data localisation breaks that.
But of course many think that “the Internet” is supposed to
be something else, namely a tool that allows users to
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communicate what they want, when they want, to whom
they want. And that allows users to retain control of their
data in accordance with their national laws. In that sense, it
is the NSA and companies such as Google that have broken
the Internet. So the criticized proposals are in reality
merely attempts to try to fix it. It is worth mentioning in
this context that all private companies already isolate their
internal networks via firewalls and such, so that there are
already vast islands that are only partially interconnected.
A cynical observer might conclude that it is unlikely that
an international legal framework could be agreed. However,
this view does not take into account the economic
consequences of the lack of agreement, which could lead to
a true fragmentation of the Internet, with a consequential
very significant loss of revenue for the companies that are
currently the most profitable [73, 95 p. 212, 221, 230]. 73
An excellent summary and analysis of this situation is
given in [229]. As Powers and Jablonski [3 Chapter 8] put
the matter: “…accepting some level of shared internet
regulations is a far superior option to an internet splintered
along geographical and national boundaries.” See also the
various citations in [200]. The risk of fragmentation was
highlighted in a statement by ISOC [232], but that
statement says that the current “open, inclusive
standardization and governance approach remains the
model least susceptible to abuse”, where abuse refers to
pervasive surveillance. But in fact it is exactly the current
governance approach that has facilitated abusive
surveillance, because of its hand-off approach at the
international level and the fact that national laws and
regulations are enforced nationally. There is an
international framework at present: it is a highly liberal
framework (but, as noted above, there is some dispute
regarding whether it results in competition). If the
alternative to a new, possibly less liberal, international
framework is a total breakup of the Internet, then the
concerned private companies are likely to opt for what is
for them the lesser evil and accept a new framework. The
failures of WSIS and WCIT to agree such frameworks do
not necessarily mean that one could not be agreed in the
future.
Nor would such a new framework necessarily be based
on the concept of sovereign nation states. As Mueller [11]
states: “If we succeed in developing new formulations of
rights to govern such [Internet] activities, the most
appropriate unit of collective action would not be the
nation state.” This proposal should be seen in the context of
discussions mentioned above regarding transfer of certain
powers to non-governmental institutions, the need for
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In this context, see the call by key companies for reform of government
surveillance practices cited by Wyatt and Miller [73]:
<http://reformgovernmentsurveillance.com/> accessed 9 December 2013.
Note however that that call for reform does not actually call for any
changes in current business practices and that it calls for continuation of
storage of data in the United States [235]. Subsequently, it appeared that
some customers were requiring that data be stored outside of the USA
[221].

states to take measures to avoid or mitigate extra-territorial
effects of their actions, and to avoid or mitigate interfering
with the national sovereignty of other states with respect to
matters where sovereignty is retained [69]; and regarding
the evolving nature of political power and the very concept
of sovereignty [96 section 1.1]. Or it could be based on the
decentralized peer to peer architecture alluded to in [233].
Any proposals along such lines would require formal
recognition, at the international level, of what Mueller [11
p. 209] describes as “the truth that there are many
transnational communities or polities, created by global
electronic communications, whose individual members
have their own intrinsic rights to communicate amongst
themselves.” Of course such a proposal is idealistic, and for
sure an utopia at present, but who can say what will come
to pass in the future? According to the cited author [11 p.
244]:
“… The idea [behind the creation of ICANN] was
to detach coordination and policy from the
territorial jurisdiction of national states in order to
avoid these [differing national policies]
jurisdictional conflicts.
“Ultimately, the Tunis Agenda’s attempt to resolve
the problem through a hierarchically imposed
division of labor between states and the rest of
society is both conceptually unsound and
impossible to implement”.
Whether or not the concept is conceptually unsound is of
course a value judgment. Whether it is impossible to
implement is difficult to say, because it has never been
tried: as noted repeatedly above, the USA has retained its
dominant role, so the division of labor foreseen in the Tunis
Agenda never came to pass (it is not a coincidence that the
first priority issue listed in the Report of the Working
Group on Internet Governance (WGIG) was “unilateral
control by the United States government” [32 para. 15]).
Perhaps the Tunis Agenda proposal was an idealistic and
utopian proposal but, again, who can say what will come to
pass in the future? It may well be that large private
companies attempt to take things into their own hands, for
example by implementing encryption measures meant to
defeat government surveillance [234], but who can say
whether governments will take steps to prevent that [235],
despite calls by a US report for the USA to refrain from
undermining encryption [95 pp. 36 and 216 ff.]?
6.2. Conclusion
In any case, there is a need for international agreement
on all the issues outlined above. Indeed, a report to the US
President called for an agreement among multiple nations
for some set of Internet norms [95 p. 223]. However, it
must be emphasized that there are persisting strong
differences in views of what to agree and even how to
discuss it [236, 237]. The issue of freedom to communicate
is of course the thorniest issue, so it might be more
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productive to start by addressing the relatively less
contentious issues, such as protecting privacy and
addressing the asymmetric role of the US government
[199]. And it might be productive to discuss such issues in
a variety of forums, including the ITU in which, as noted
above, it was agreed by consensus to discuss certain
specific issues. And, as this author has argued elsewhere
[20, 52, 56], it may be worth considering whether the 2012
ITRs could provide a starting point for new discussions
leading to consensus for at least some elements of an
international framework. Other possible starting points for
such a framework could be national frameworks proposed
in Brazil [42] and in South Africa [238] or a proposal for
making the root zone file inviolable under international law
[239], a “digital bill of rights” [240, 241], or the “platform
model” approach to Internet regulation put forward in
[155].
Respected security expert Bruce Schneier has stated
[242] “The Internet has become essential to our lives, and it
has been subverted into a gigantic surveillance platform.
The solutions have to be political. The best advice for the
average person is to agitate for political change.” Indeed,
security is unlikely to improve unless its externalities are
recognized [57]. Thus, more ambitiously, one might strive
for a “constitutionalization” of Internet governance, which
is the idea that “a constitution should govern our globalized
world, keeping in mind that the form and substance of such
a global constitution may have little to do with that of
domestic constitutions” [101 p. 57]. Any such
“constitutionalization” should take into account the
complexities due to global access to information absent
global agreements on acceptable limits to such access.
Weber [96 section 4.1(b)] suggests that new approaches
may be appropriate, with less hierarchical and flatter
structures, and he outlines some key elements to take into
account (see also [233]).
International frameworks exist, and are not strongly
challenged, in other industries, such as civil aviation and
maritime commerce. While such frameworks are probably
not applicable, per se, to the Internet, there is no reason to
think that some other framework would not be applicable.
And, with respect to curtailing pervasive surveillance, one
might make an analogy to various arms-control treaties,
under which nations agree to restrict certain practices [243
p. 12]. Or one might envision “Internet Norms for
Cyberspace” such as a prohibition on industrial espionage,
a protection of financial services and markets data standard,
etc. [95 p. 224]. Or one might envision rules regarding
transparency of data collection [75]. Or a general set of
rules covering various aspects [172]. Indeed, it may well be
that, in the future, governments will focus on appropriate
rules regarding the high-level services that are increasingly
becoming the most important part of the Internet, and shift
their focus away from the lower-levels such as
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interconnection at the TCP/IP level and current Internet
domain names and addresses. 74 Regarding domain names,
they might become less visible (and thus generate less
international discussion) if the digital-object architecture
proposed by Khan is widely implemented and used [244].
It is perhaps utopian, but this author is of the view that an
appropriate international framework would safeguard
human rights (including the right to privacy) 75 and would
create a competitive environment under which fair and
equitable private contracts can be made. And it is surely
realist to speculate that, absent such a framework, more and
more governments will engage in pervasive unilateral
surveillance, not just of their own citizens, but also of
foreign citizens. 76 A UN Resolution clearly calls for
curtailing (or at least limiting) such activities. 77 This is a
useful first step, but no substitute for a binding agreement
between states, that is, a treaty. And what institution, other
than ITU, could transform itself to provide a forum for
negotiating such a global agreement (regarding the
transformation of ITU in recent years, see [247])? Would
states relinquish to “the multi-stakeholder model” the
power to curtail surveillance? And would “the
multi-stakeholder model” curtail the power of dominant
private companies? Similar questions are posed by Jamart
[101 p. 76]. Perhaps the time has come to acknowledge that
certain aspects of the Internet are public goods, and must be
governed as such [248].
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